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Liquidity is an important factor affecting the efficiency of the stock market. In a 
highly liquid market, the price can fully reflect the market information, benefit 
investors' rational decision and efficient allocation of portfolio. In the global financial 
crisis in 2008, the depletion of liquidity led to the loss of conversion channels between 
assets and currency, therefore lots of scholars begun to research the liquidity problems 
from a new perspective. Scholars linked asymmetric information theory with the 
microscopic structure of capital markets, researching the relationship between the 
corporate governance and stock liquidity. 
To study the relationship between the internal corporate governance of public 
companies and stock liquidity, firstly this paper built regression models from two 
aspects of the ownership structure and characteristics of directors’ board. Secondly, 
this paper use the 2006-2010 panel data of public companies in Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange for the empirical study, since there is a big difference between the public 
companies of Main Board and SME Board, so the paper will distinguish them in the 
empirical process to investigate the typical characteristics of China's stock market. 
We found:(1) In the ownership structure, the company‘s controlling shareholders 
on the Main Board impact significantly on its stock liquidity, the stock liquidity 
increase with the increasing ownership percentage of the controlling shareholders, but 
the state-owned controlling shareholder is not conducive to the liquidity. On the SME 
Board, major shareholders of public companies supervise each other effectively to 
improve the stock liquidity, and institutional investors also play an active role.(2)The 
relationship between characteristics of the directors’ board is weaker than the 
ownership structure. Controlling shareholders have the strong control over the board 
of directors, which lead to the useless of the Board meeting system on the Main Board. 
And on the SME Board, the phenomenon of duality, which comes from family 
management, destroys the balances in the structure of corporate governance. Finally, 
this paper makes the recommendations to improve the internal governance of public 
companies in China. 
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公司治理源于两权分离下的委托-代理问题，1937 年 Berle 和 Means 合著的
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